
In memory of Oscar Wilde 

Oscar Wilde once wrote: ‘If God cannot stop suffering than 

He cannot be all powerful, if he will not stop suffering than 

he cannot be ‘all loving’, than He cannot be a ‘good’ God 

as we have always been taught and believed.’ 

On the surface this sharp reasoning cuts deep like a knife 
and it would leave many of us very exposed and 
defenseless. But if we solely look at the effects of suffering 
without understanding the cause we will never find a 
satisfactory answer. 
What Oscar Wilde did was to simply scratch the surface of 

the issue without making an honest attempt to find the cause of the problem, to 
look for the root, for the origin of suffering itself. 
A doctor who will treat a sickness only by its effects (fever, pain) will never be 
able to find a cure which is lasting. He might be able to reduce the immediate 
pain and the discomfort but he will not be able to solve the real issue and find out 
what has actually caused the pain. He will be unable to uncover the hidden roots 
of the symptoms and it will not be long before the fever and the pain will start to 
resurface again. 
 
In order to eliminate suffering in the future the doctor has to be able to remove 
the root causes which have caused the symptoms. 
Men’s root causes of all suffering and pain is that we are a ‘fallen’ creation. 
We are the victims of human rebellion, the root cause of sin. 
The effects of sin go deep and they are long-lasting. They can affect many parts of 
our physical as well as our psychological make-up. 
Sin brought death into the world.  But a person will not simply die. Before he 
closes his eyes for the last time he will slowly waste and wither away. 
The whole aging process is a side effect of sin.  Men was never created with the 
intention that he would age and then die. 
But few of us would even admit that sin exists in our life. 
We have become so used to living a life of denial. 
But the effects and the evidence of sin in our life’s is undeniable. We are all a 
product of a ‘fallen generation’.  



War, corruption, sickness and death are just some of the evidence of this. It is the 
external proof that something has gone badly wrong on the inside. 
 
So is God really evil for not stopping it all and for not stepping in? 
Has God simply shown ‘bad character’ by not stopping all the evil that exists in 
the world? 
Why does He not cure our sickness and all our diseases? 
 
If He would do so then God would have had to completely remove all our 
freedom from us. 
He would have to turn us into puppets, into His salves. 
But this would also create another very serious problem. A ‘good’ God would 
never run a dictatorship here on our planet. He does not run one in heaven and 
He would not do so on earth. 
Life in any dictatorship is miserable and it will always give birth to resentment and 
fear. 
God is a God who respect our free will (just as He has respected the free will of 
His angels) 
But as a consequence of this we must also face the fruits of our decisions. 
Adam and Eve lived in a perfect environment. They enjoyed life in the most 
beautiful garden that was completely unspoiled. Life in this garden reflected 
peace and total harmony. 
This is what God had left to men after He was created. 
Men was not left to a planet that was full of sickness and suffering. 
It was not God who had spoiled the Garden of Eden! 
It was men who caused its destruction. 
It was men who had put his free will into action and the outcome of this was 
suffering, sickness and human despair! 
Whenever you are confronted with a choice you are also confronted with the 
consequences of your choice. 
 
Who is really to blame for the current bloodshed in Syria and in other parts of the 
world? 
Does God really have any blame in it at all? 
To accuse God of it would be the greatest injustice. 
Has He not done any of the merciless killings? Did He start the war and caused all 
the destruction? 



It was men’s lust for power mixed with a religion which knows no mercy at all  
(Islam) It is men’s cruel heart towards each other which has caused all this 
bloodshed and war. Unless men will turn to God in repentance the bloodshed will 
continue and engulf even more countries in the future right throughout the entire 
Middle East region. And it will not be long before this spirit of war and intolerance 
will also engulf large parts of Europe itself as millions of refugees flood into the 
continent in order to find safety and a new future. 
They might be able to escape from their nation but they cannot escape from what 
is inside of them.  
Sometimes God has to allow us to suffer the consequences of our sin and 
rebellion in order to shake us up so that we will realize and come to see the evil 
that is within us. 
Men have inflicted so much suffering on other men since we have been forced 
out of the Garden of Eden. 
Before we blame God for the mess that we have created we must first consider 
what God has done to set us free from human suffering and from our despair. 
We have manufactured the weapons which have been used in each and every 
war. It’s hardly fair to blame God for the killing that we have done in the past.  
As unjust as it may seem when we see a child suffer, the suffering is usually the 
result of our actions; it is often the product of sin! 
 
But there was 1 kind of suffering which was completely unjust and unfair. 
If ever someone suffered for no reason at all it was Jesus when he was nailed to 
the cross. 
Jesus had never harmed 1 single person during his existence on earth. In his 
entire life he was only dedicated to the welfare of men! 
In the end he was rewarded for it will nails and a cross. 
He was the only person who was without ‘sin’. He had shared no personal blame 
in our earthly misery apart from the fact that he was born of a woman. 
Anyone who will turn to him will experience the most wonderful deliverance from 
guilt and be set free from his sins! 
The blood of Jesus is so powerful that it can clean a whole nation! 
If Syria, if Iraq would turn to Jesus today the war and the fighting would stop 
overnight! 
Many of the apparent injustices would be gone in an instance. 
He has laid out the framework for a successful life as well as a roadmap for the 
restoration and for the success of a whole nation. 



The more people will turn to him in a nation, the less this nation will encounter 
human injustice and the consequences of it which often result in suffering and 
war. 
The less that Jesus is allowed to rule over our life and over the affairs of a nation 
the more strife we and our nation will have to endure. 
Corruption, injustice, strife, war and poverty will often rule over a nation where 
Jesus has been completely excluded.    
In the end it will always be us who have to pay the price for his total rejection. 
 
Jesus has suffered enough when he hung on that cross! He has to suffer no more. 
The more we reject him the more we will be made to suffer ourselves! 
And in the end we will be left wondering why there is so much suffering going on 
in the world. 
The poor Syrian children who have suffered so much because of war and 
destruction would never have had to suffer such terrible fate if their nation would 
have turned to Jesus and accepted him as their Lord and as their nations savior. 
Their whole nation would have been saved from this war and from this horrific 
destruction. 
So let’s not blame God for our fatal decisions! 
 
Nothing is impossible for God. This is something that Oscar Wilde failed to 
understand when he accused God in his assumption. 
God could stop our suffering in an instance but if He would do so, would we also 
be willing to accept His terms and conditions? 
If He would stop our suffering, would we be willing to accept His rule, His 
government and His divine Lordship? 
If Oscar Wilde would have looked into history he would have discovered that God 
has always wanted to and was also able to stop our suffering. But He would have 
never done so at the expense of our free will. 
To run a dictatorship goes completely against God’s character. 
God is in the business of setting people free and never in creating puppets and 
slaves! 
God wants to liberate nations as well as individuals. He will never want to create 
slaves here on our earth! 
 
It is always easier to hold the accusing finger against somebody else than it is to 
be honest with ourselves. 



As long as we can accuse someone else we are not accountable for a bad 
situation. 
But why is it that Mother Theresa never criticized God for the misery that so many 
poor Indians had and have to endure in the city of Calcutta? 
She never once pointed the finger at God and accused Him for the terrible 
poverty and for all the human despair. 
She simply decided to make a difference herself and thus dedicated her life to the 
dying and to the homeless. 
 
What a difference did Oscar Wilde make in this world? 
Anybody can point his finger at God and continue to live like a selfish hedonist 
who does not care about anyone else.  
Such was the life of Oscar Wilde. Has such a men really earned the right to point a 
finger at someone else at all? 
The answer to this is a foregone conclusion. 
 
 

 


